ABSTRACT. We study the bordism group of stably complex G-manifolds in the case where G is a metacyclic group of order pq and p and q are distinct primes.
The purpose of this paper is to study the bordism theory of actions of a metacyclic group on stably complex manifolds in a special case.
More general and complete results will appear in [8] . However, many of the techniques used can be isolated and simplified in this special case.
We will be concerned with actions of a group G which is the semidirect product of two cyclic groups of prime order.
By a family F of subgroups of G we will mean a subset of the subgroups of G with the property that if K is an element of F every subgroup and every conjugate of K is in F. Çl^iG; F) is the bordism group of actions of G on stably complex manifolds such that every isotropy group lies in the family F. Q% will denote the complex bordism ring.
Theorem A. Let F be the family consisting of all subgroups of G. Then ß+(G; F) is a free iî+ module on even dimensional generators.
Theorem B. Let F be any family of subgroups of G. Then (Î+(G; F) = © $ï2iÎG; F) is a free Í2% module. And Í2_(G; F) = © tt2 . .(G; F) has projective dimension one over iîJ .
Basic material on the groups iî^G; F) can be found in [3] , [lO] . Our analysis largely follows the lines of [2] but was influenced by [lO] and [6] .
In §1 we discuss general facts about equivariant bordism groups. In §2 we discuss the cohomology of a cyclic group acting on a polynomial ring. In §3 we discuss n+(G; F, F ) for adjacent families F, F' in G and in §4 we present the proofs of the main theorems.
1. Basic facts. Let p and q be distinct primes. Let / be a homomorphism of Z into the automorphism group of Z . We denote the resulting semidirect P 9 product by Z x,Z = G. G is generated by two elements a and b with relations bp = aq = 1, bab~ = ar where r is a nonzero element of Z . /, of course, is the homomorphism which takes b to the automorphism a -> ar.
Lemma ( 2. Actions of cyclic groups on polynomial rings. We will develop some algebra which will be relevant to the analysis of Q,AG; F, F '). Let P., • , , P j * " f i be polynomial rings over the integers, Ptp) the p-fold tensor product. Zp acts on P(. p) by letting the generator b of Z act by bix Q ® . , , ® xp_x) = xp_x ® xQ ® • .
• ® x . Let P = P(i)® • • . ® P(p\ P is a polynomial ring and Z acts on P via the tensor product of the actions on P\p'. 0^ ® P is a polynomial ring over izL on which Z acts. It follows directly from the definition of homology * p via resolutions that HjxZ ; Q* ® P) S3 Q* ® #*(?"; P).
P'
Lemma (2.1). W-(Zp; P) = 0 /or i even.
Proof.
We use the resolution of (1.2) for Z over Z [Z ] . We must calculate kerne l(/V)/ image (79), where N and D acton P. Let X be a monomial in P. Let
ZJXl be the subgroup of P which has basis consisting of the distinct images of X under Z P = © Z{X|. It is enough to show HfZ ; Z{X|) = 0. Either ¿zX = X or X, èX, • • . , bp~ 1X ate distinct.
In the first case, the kernel of N is clearly zero.
In the second case
Now for any integer k, X -bkX = S^1 ib'X -¿z' + 1X). So X = bkX mod image (D).
Thus lpr(¡m.íb'X) = S^.-fjmJÍ mod image(D).
Lemma (2.2). 77AZ ■ P) is a free Z module. Proof. It is clear that the S of (3.2) gives us an element ib, B) in Nio).
If ib, B') is in Nia), then ß-'ß' is in Cío) and so ib, B ') = ib, B)il,B~lB'). ÇllBU) = Horn (Ííl/3Í7);ÍÍ*).
For each monomial Ca in the Chern classes, let Xa be the element in Q^ (BU) such that (Xa, C n) = §7 Then Q+(B(7) is a free (i^ module with basis iXj.
We can make Q^(BU) into a polynomial ring by defining XaXo = X where X is dual to CaC". And 12^(8(7) = Q^ ® P where P is the polynomial ring over T/>e TTzzzp ñ+(/3í/)-»Q^dBtV) z's /¿e tensor product of these maps.
Proof. Consider the diagonal map A: B 1/(7) -» Tig-' 73(7(7). Let X be a monomial in %(BU(t)). Then /\<x) = 2 M(XQ ® . , , ® x ) where X . is in is free abelian for / even, and E" . = HAZ ; 0^ ® P) is free abelian by (2.2). same argument applied to H^(BZ x BU) and //^(ßiZ x , U)) gives the corresponding conclusion for homo logy.
Lemma (3.11). Q +(BU) -> tt+(B(Zp xf 17)) zîtzz/ // +(BÍ7) -H +(B(Z xf U))
are surjective.
Proof. In the spectral sequence E#>¡|t of (3.10), E2 += HQ(Z ; Q+(ß(7)) and E2 . = 0 for z + y even, z ¡¿ 0. Thus ß+(ß(Zp X/ 17)) = W0(Z ; 0+(BI7)) and n+(B(7) ~> HQ(Z ; 0+(ß(7)) is surjective by definition of 7/n. Similarly for homology.
Theorem (3.12). Q_(ß(Z x , U)) has projective dimension one over Q,P roof. ii_(B(Mo-)/r(o-))) S ß_(ß(7) = 0 or n_(ß(Z/7 x, U)) which has dimension one over
As an indication of a technique necessary in the case of the more general metacyclic group we give more information on the module Q _(ß(Z x, U)) of (3.12). As in the remark following (3.8), Q^iBU) = ß^ ® P, and as in (2.5) let P. be the free Z-module with basis consisting of X. ® • • , ® X where each X. is a pth power in ß^ßfA/.)).
Theorem (3.13). ß (BZj »fl^P.gfi (BÍ?' x, U)). gives rise to a map E2iBZp) = E2 ~* E2 = H^iZ ; ß+(Bt7)) and we know from (3.10) that both spectral sequences collapse. Let e'2 = »¿BZp; h',), E'"2 = H¿BZp; £), E"2 = H¿BZp, £).
All of these spectral sequences collapse.
We have a map of spectral sequences E'2 -» E " 2 -> E"2 = E2 -> E2 where the first two maps are induced by the From (3.1) and (3.11) it follows that the map E is onto, and we also know, from 
